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PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT 

The National Environmental Policy Act and National Forest Management Act 
require agencies to involve the public when planning. The primary purpose of an 
environmental impact statement is to make sure that interested citizens, public 
officials and cooperating agencies know what society gains or loses with each 
decision before it is made and actions taken. 

Involving people beyond the legal requirements was considered vital during the 
Oregon Dunes NRA planning process. We wanted to develop an alternative, and 
eventually a management plan, that met the concerns of visitors, landowners, 
local residents, Lane, Douglas and Coos counties, the State of Oregon, Confederated 
Tribes of Coos, Lower-Umpqua and Siuslaw, and others having a state in how 
the Oregon Dunes NRA is managed. 

The public involvement program started with an announcement at the 1991 
User Workshop and continued with open houses, auto tours, hikes, group 
presentations, one-on-one contacts, and newsletter mailings to interested people. 
We also held a one-time work session specifically designed for the planning effort. 
Employees at the Oregon Dunes assisted in the outreach program by distributing 
newsletters to visitors when talking to them. The mailing list increased each 
month because of the continued interest in the planning process. 

Summary of Public involv~ment 

The current management plan for the Oregon Dunes NRA was adopted in 1979. 
Public values, land area, visitor numbers and recreation activities have changed 
since completion of the current plan. We have plant and wildlife species that are 
now protected by federal and state laws. The local and regional economies are 
different. In addition many people expressed interest during the Siuslaw National 
Forest planning process in revising management direction for the NRA. 

Because of these changes and comments, the Oregon Dunes NRA took a fresh 
look at the existing management plan. Using the current plan without any changes 
was an option but we needed to examine other possibilities for developing a plan 
that may better meet today's needs and values as well as tomorrow's . 

March- July 1991 From March through May 1991, we encQuraged people to 
get involved in the revision process by sharing their thoughts on 
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• the outstanding characteristics and qualities at the Oregon Dunes NRA 

• mix and location of experiences and recreational activities enjoyed here 

til concerns or issues regarding management of the Oregon Dunes NRA 

• suggestions for managing the area 

We distributed newsletters to 1,850 people on the Siuslaw National Forest Plan 
mailing list. We also handed out newsletters and comment sheets to 169 people 
during 9 open houses, autos tours and hikes. Approximately 60 people heard about 
the plan revision at the 1991 User Workshop where we started the public involvement 
portion of the planning process. About 420 people in 32 groups heard presentations 
about the plan revision and even more people read about it in local papers and 
magazines. By the middle of May we'd distributed 3,300 newsletters and in return, 
350 people shared their thoughts with us. We used those responses to identify the 
following key issues around which the draft alternatives were later formed. 

• What mix of recreation settings and opportunities will be provided? 

• How will off-road vehicle recreation be managed in relation to resources, 
nearby residents and other recreationists? 

e How much access and facility development is appropriate? 

• What level of education and resource interpretation should be provided? 

It How will vegetation be managed to maintain or enhance the unique scenic, 
ecological and recreational qualities associated with unvegetated sand 
dunes at the Oregon Dunes NRA? 

• How will wildlife, fish, and proposed endangered, threatened, and sensitive 
species habitat, including special habitats, be managed? 

• Which areas will be allocated for establishment as Research Natural Areas? 

• Which streams will be recommended to Congress for inclusion into the 
national Wild and Scenic River system and how will they be managed? 

Another 9 issues that were identified through the information-gathering process 
were addressed in the alternatives by treating them the same in all the 
alternatives. 

• How will enforcement, education and other techniques be used to ensure 
compliance with regulations? 
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., How will the diversity of plant and animal communities (biodiversity) be 
maintained? 

., How will the Oregon Dunes NRA management affect local communities? 

., What land ownership adjustments will be made? 

• How much will be managed as roadless areas? 

., How will surface water be managed? 

• Should the mile-wide buffer at the south end of the NRA be recommended 
for withdrawal from mineral entry? 

., How will cultural resources be managed? 

• How will Native American religious freedom be assured? 

July - December 1991 Before shaping the draft alternatives around the issues, 
we checked back with people to make sure we had captured everyone's concerns. 
We mailed a newsletter to 2,100 people that included background information 
about each issue along with what we heard from people. Another 400 copies were 
distributed during group meetings, to visitors and people calling to request 
information about the planning effort. Issues were refined through the efforts of 
21 representatives of the different user groups on the NRA who attended a a 
one-day work session in September. 

During this time we also continued talking with people on a one-to-one basis, 
gave more presentations, listened to our visitors, and worked with the media in 
&!lJi~:RQrt, Eugel!e~ Coo§_:t3ay, Florence and Roseburg. We asked people to read 
the summary in the newsletter and t;he~ c~mment;about-any concerns-that weren't 
covered in the issues. This time 312 people wrote to let us know how their concerns 
were covered. The information we received helped us better understand what 
was important to people as we refined the issues. We took that information and 
then began shaping a range of 5 draft alternatives that responded to the issues. 

January - August 1992 Presenting the draft alternatives was an intermediary 
step intended to give people a clearer idea of the whole process. The maps, displays 
and summary were preliminary and intended to give the "flavor" of each alternative. 

The range of alternatives went public in January 1992 during 5 open houses 
which were well attended by 362 people. We also mailed a summary of the 5 
alternatives to the mailing list of 2,309 people, distributing another 600 through 
programs, visits and requests. In the summary, we asked if the range of alternatives 
was adequate and if issues were addressed in the alternatives. 
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Writing 

Comments 
ol'l-tt"le DEIS 

Nearly 400 people wrote or called to say, "Yes, the range was adequate." Several 
people thought it was too extreme. People told us that although their issue or 
concern was addressed, it wasn't to the extent that they wanted. For example, 
we heard that we didn't fully address vegetation management or the economic 
impacts to local communities. We also noted confusion about Wild and Scenic 
Rivers and Research Natural Areas and wrote a 2-page summary about each 
topic which was included in the next newsletter mailed in June to 2,325 people 
on the mailing list. 

The planning team developed a 6th alternative in response to the comments 
about the original 5, which were essentially left intact. Another 2 alternatives 
came about specifically because people felt the alternatives weren't fully developed 
within the end points of the range. Alternative G was developed based on comments 
from all-terrain vehicle riders and Alternative H was developed by a group of 
conservation organizations. 

While drafting the additional alternatives, we also hosted an informational open 
house at our office on Wild and Scenic Rivers on June 23, 1992. Twelve people 
attended the meeting which was part of the suitability assessment for Siltcoos, 
Tahkenitch and Tenmile streams. 

August 1992 - April 1993 From August 1992 through February 1993, we 
assessed the effects of the different alternatives and wrote the draft environmental 
impact statement (DEIS), In between the major mailings at the different steps, 
we mailed newsletters about the planning effort to 2,960 people approximately 
every 2 months to update them on current status. Just prior to release of the 
DEIS, we received approximately 6,000 individually signed copies of a form letter 
and these were added to the project scoping information. 

April ~ September 1993 From the time the DE IS was published in on April 5, 
19Ra, we distribut(3d 4,200 copies of the Reviewer's Guide (the condensed version) 
and 600 copies of the full DEIS. A set of 8 alternative maps accompanied each 
document. 

We held 4 open houses during April 1993 in North Bend, Reedsport, Florence 
and Eugene which more than 700 people attended. Open house objectives were 
three-fold: distribute copies of the DEIS, highlight key points of the document, 
and demonstrate how to effectively comment. We asked people to raise substantive 
points about the DEIS when commenting. For example, people were asked to 
point out inaccurate or missing information, erroneous conclusions about outputs 
and effects listed in the document, and different solutions to an issue or a reasonable 
alternative not considered. We also wanted to hear about analysis methods that 
were in error or inadequately explained or modifications to an alternative to 
make it better. 
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July - September 1993 We held additional public involvement workshops to 
supplement the formal public comment period which ended JUly 15, 1993. We 
notified the 3,658 people on our mailing list about the workshops with a newsletter 
mailed in June. The consultants who coordinated the public involvement organized 
three workshops on Saturdays during July. Workshops occurred in Florence, 
Eugene and Coos Bay and involved about 100 participants from a broad range.of 
interests. The consultants developed improvements to the management situation 
at the NRA based on suggestions from the July workshops. The improvements 
were refined by participants at a fourth workshop held in September. The 
consultants presented a report discussing revised improvements to Siuslaw National 
Forest staff in November. 

September 1993 During the 90-day public comment period, we received 4,171 
letters of which about 54% were form letters (not counting 6,000 noted above) or 
petitions. Nearly all the form letters supported continued off-road vehicle use at 
the NRA. Of the non-form letters, 57% were pro-ORV, 38% were anti-ORVand 
5% were neither pro- nor anti-. Of those commentors expressing a preference for 
a specific alternative, Alternative H was most frequently mentioned, followed by 
alternatives A, C and G. 

September 1993· February 1994 Each comment was carefully read and 
forwarded to members of the interdisciplinary team and other specialists for a 
response. We corrected errors or information missing in the DEIS which were 
pointed out to us, incorporated comments into the Final EIS, and analyzed the 
environmental consequences of the changes resulting from the public comments. 

The interdisciplinary team and specialists rewrote portions of the DEIS which 
included refining the final alternative. Still called "Alternative F(PA)," the 
alternative appears different from the original version because it includes a blend 
of ideas from the public involvement phase. We mailed a newsletter in November 
tn 12,255 people which summarized the public comments we received and the 
additional workshops held as well as described the next steps in the planning 
process. 

March· June 1994 We mailed a postcard with an update on the Dunes planning 
effort to a mailing list of 5,268 people. The card described the status of the project 
and also invited people to request a full FEIS package if they wanted more than 
the Summary and Record of Decision. 

Meanwhile, the interisciplinary team continued completing the FEIS and associated 
documents -- Record of Decision, Summary and Dunes Plan -- in preparation for 
printing and distribution in June. 
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